
Re-write the following sentences using the word in brackets. Change the 

punctuation and word form if necessary. 

1. Although it was very hot, Michael was wearing a sweater. (Despite) 

Despite the heat, Michael was wearing a sweater. 

(Despite it being hot) 

2. I love to go to the beach. I, however, do not like sunbathing. 

(Although)  

Although I love to go to the beach, I do not like sunbathing. 

I love to go to the beach, although I do not like sunbathing. 

 

3. In spite of being quite short, Shaun is a very good basketball player. (But) 

Shaun is quite short but he is a very good basketball player. 

4. I asked her for her phone number, yet she said no! (Nevertheless) 

I asked her for her phone number. Nevertheless, she said no! 

5. The summers in Australia are hot. On the other hand, 

winters in the south can be quite cold. (Whereas) 

The summers in Australia are hot, whereas winters in the south can be quite 

cold. 

 

For the following questions, you can use ANY of the words on your list of 

conjunctions and transitions. The following questions are not just CONTRAST. 

For example;  

The Gold Coast is not only a beautiful place _____________ a great place to 

surf. 

A but  B furthermore C but also D in addition 

The answer here is but also. It is on your list as a correlative 

conjunction (these conjunctions are always used in pairs).  

 



 

1. My favourite place to go on vacation is Hawaii. ___B___, I have been there 

three times so far. 

A However  B Moreover   C Nonetheless  D Besides 

 

2. John smoked a packet of cigarettes a day; _____C_____, he got lung 

cancer. 

A but  B although   C as a result   D for example 

 

3. The house is far too expensive for us. ___C____, it is too far from work. 

A  And  B Yet  C Besides   D Therefore 

 

4. I did not study enough and ____A_____ I did not pass the test 

A consequently   B moreover  C nor   D finally 

 

   5.____D___ the wet weather, I went to the beach and had a swim. 

       A As a result             B Because  C In spite D In spite of 

   6.  It was only a little cloudy, but I took my umbrella __A___ it rained. 

       A just in case   B in case of  C because  D so  

   7. I am not a big fan of techno music. ____C___, I dislike most pop music too. 

       A as long as B and  C similarly  D but 

   8. I have arachnophobia. I am afraid of spiders, ___A_____. 

       A in other words    B moreover C meanwhile D accordingly 

   9. You need to study hard. ____A_____ you may not pass the exam. 

       A otherwise B yet  C However  D nonetheless 

   10. I want to take up an instrument. ___D___ I am going to buy a guitar. 

      A So B Though  C Moreover  D To that end 
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